
suIts tended to verify the validity of using the shape of the
conjugate-view timeâ€”activitycurve for the average SPECT
intratherapy curve. However, there was also an indication that
the shapevaries somewhatfor individualtumors with respectto
timetopeak.Conclusion:HybridSPECTâ€”conjugate-viewdosim
etry provided radiation absorbed dose estimates for the mdi
vidual patienttumors that were resolved by CT.

Key Words: tumordosimetry;1311;radioimmunotherapy;lym
phoma;SPECT;fusion
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adioimmunotherapy (RIT) with â€˜311-labeledmonoclo

nal antibodies is showing great promise in the treatment of
follicular-lymphoma cancer, also known as non-Hodgkin's
lymphoma (1â€”6).At the University of Michigan, a phase 2
131I-labeled-anti-B1 monoclonal antibody therapy study of
previously untreated patients has been completed and prelimi
nary response rates have been reported (6). However,
clinical correlates to the degree of response have not been
easy to find. One multivariate analysis that included patients
from 6 clinical trials (phase 1, 2, or 3) had some success;
however, tumor radiation absorbed dose as evaluated by
conjugate views was not tested as an explanatory variable
(7). The study of tumor radiation absorbed dose in previ
ously untreated anti-B1 antibody patients, for which results
are reported here, has been undertaken in hopes of ultimately
finding a correlation between tumor radiation absorbed dose
and response.

In dosimetry for RIT studies, it is common practice (1,8,9)
to assume that the therapy timeâ€”activitycurve is equal to the
tracer timeâ€”activitycurve after scaling the ordinate (i.e., the
activity axis) by the ratio of administered activities. This
assumption is equivalent to the assumption that the ratio of
therapy percentage infused dose over tracer percentage
infused dose equals 1. Both in the past (10) and in this
article, results from daily conjugate-view images that are

acquired after the administration of a tracer amount of

A studyof the use of 131l-labeledanti-B1monoclonalantibody,
proceeded by an unlabeled predose, for therapy of previously
untreated non-Hodgkin's lymphoma patients has recently been
completed at the Universityof Michigan,Ann Arbor. More than
halfofthe patientstreatedwere imagedintratherapywith SPECT
to separate apparently large tumors, unresolved by conjugate
views, into individualones specifiedby CT scan. The dosimetry
of these tumors is reported here. Methods: The activity
quantificationprocedureused3-dimensionalCT-to-SPECTfu
sionso thatattenuationmapscouldbe computedfromCT and
that volumesof interestcouldbe drawnon the CT slicesand
transferredto the SPECT images. Daily conjugate-viewimages
after a tracer dose of labeled anti-B1antibody followed by an
unlabeledpredoseprovidedthe shapeof the timeâ€”activitycurve
for the calculation of therapy dosimetry.ReconstructedSPECT
counts that were within a volume of interest were converted to
activity by using a background-and-radius-adaptiveconversion
factor.Activitieswere increasedfor tumors less than 200 g using
a recovery-coefficientfactor derivedfrom activity measurements
for a set of spheres with volumes ranging from 1.6 to 200 cm3.
The calculated tumor radiation absorbed dose was based, in
part, on the CT volume and on the intratherapyâ€”SPECTactivity.
Results: The meanof the radiationdose valuesfor 131 abdomi
nal or pelvic tumors in 31 patients was 616 cGy with a standard
deviation of Â±50cGy. The largest dose was 40 Gy and the
smallestdose was 73 cGy.The meanvolumefor the tumorswas
59.2 Â±11.2 cm3.The correlationcoefficientbetween absorbed
dose and tumor volumewas small (r2 = 0.007),and the slopeof
the least-squaresfit representeda decreaseof only36.4cGy per
100 cm3 increase in volume. This small slope may reflect a
characteristicof anti-B1antibodytherapy that is importantfor its
success.The meanabsorbeddose per unit administeredactivity
was 1.83 Â±0.145 Gy/GBq.The largestvaluewas 12.6Gy/GBq,
and the smallestvalue was 0.149 Gy/GBq.The meandose for 9
axillary tumors in 5 patients was significantly lower than the
average dose for abdominal and pelvic tumors (P = 0.01).
Therefore, axillary tumors should be grouped separately in
assessing doseâ€”responserelationships.Anecdotal patient re
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labeled anti-B1 antibody have been used in the dosimetry
calculation. However, only the assumption that the time
activity curve for a tumor seen on conjugate views after a
tracer administration gives the shape of the timeâ€”activity

curve for that tumor after the therapy administration is made.
The scale of the ordinate of that curve is allowed to be
different from what one would obtain by the scaling
assumption and has been assessed with an intratherapy
SPECT scan.

Recently, in a small subset of patients previously un
treated with anti-B1 antibody, good statistical support for the
hypothesis that the population average of the ratio of therapy
percentage infused dose (%ID) over tracer %ID is 1 has been
reported (11). However, the range of the ratio was 0.7 1â€”1.82
for tumors evaluated by SPECT during both tracer and
therapy and was 0.70â€”1.35for tumors evaluated by conju
gate views during both tracer and therapy. Because the
ranges were fairly large with both methods, 1 interpretation
is that accuracy greater than that achieved with the scaling

assumptionis obtainedby allowing the therapy/tracertumor
activity ratio to be different than 1.

An explicit feature of this study is obtaining separate
dosimetric results for tumors that are resolvable by CT even
if they are not resolvable by conjugate views. This refine
ment is made possible by the fusion of the patient CT scan to
the intratherapyâ€”SPECT scan. Through this fusion, the
tumor boundaries are chosen on the CT scan and then
applied to the SPECT scan. Thus, an individual SPECT
activity estimate is obtained for each tumor, defined by a
combination of CT regions of interest. In the current
implementation, the shape from a single timeâ€”activitycurve,
obtained by tracer conjugate views, is usually applied to the
dosimetric analysis for the multiple individual tumors that
make up the single conjugate-view tumor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Thirty-three previously untreated patients (average age, 45.4 y;

range, 23â€”67y) had either their chest, abdomen, or pelvis imaged
by SPECT after the therapy administration ofcombined anti-B1and
were analyzed by hybrid SPECTâ€”conjugate-viewtumor dosimetry.
Patients' data are given in Table 1. When axilla is listed with
abdomen or pelvis as the imaging site, the patient had 2 Separate
scans.

AdmInistered Activity
Patients underwent evaluative conjugate-view imaging with a

tracer dose of â€˜311-labeledanti-B1 antibody as part of anti-B1
antibody therapy protocol for which they gave informed consent. It
was the first time the patients were being treated with anti-B1
antibody in all cases. For the l-wk tracer evaluation, patients were
given a 450-mg predose of unlabeled anti-B1antibody infused over
1h andthenaninfusionofanti-B1 antibodylabeledwith about185
MBq (5 mCi) â€˜@â€˜I.This evaluation was then followed by the
administration ofa therapy dose on day 7. This dose consisted of an
infusion of the sameamountof predoseasusedin theevaluation,
followed by the administration of a higher activity of labeled
anti-B1 antibody that had been calculated to give a 65â€”75cGy

TABLE I
Patient Demographics

Patient
no.Age (y)SexLocation

ofevaluated
tumors130MAbdomen252MAbdomen338MPelvis538FAbdomen756MAbdomen/pelvis1028FAbdomen1136MAbdomen1355FAbdomen1446FAbdomen1567MAbdomen1632FAbdomen2444MAbdomen2764FAbdomen3043FAbdomen3144FAbdomen3250MAbdomen3441MAbdomen3651FAbdomen3736FAbdomen3940MAbdomen4252MAbdomen4355MAbdomen4423FPelvis4655FPelvis5151MAxilla5542MAbdomen/axilla5648FPelvis5959FPelvis6055FPelvis6141MAxilla6749MAbdomen/axilla6947FAbdomen/pelvis7130FPelvis/axilla

total-body radiation absorbed dose. The usual time for intratherapy
SPECT imaging was from 2 to 3 d after the therapy administration.
Patients gave their Separatewritten informed consent for all SPECT
imaging.

Hybrid SPECT-Conjugate-View Dosimetry
Image Acquisition. For conjugate-view acquisition, a Siemens

(Hoffman Estates, IL) dual-head, whole-body imager was used.
Images were recorded daily starting from 1 to 2 h after the tracer
administration. A 20% energy window was automatically set on the
364-keV photopeak of â€˜@â€˜I.Whole-body, simultaneously acquired
anterior and posterior views were acquired in 400 s. â€œSpotviewsâ€•
of tumor-involved regions were similarly acquired using 15 mm
per view. In addition, on 1 d of the 7-d imaging series, a 10-mm
transmission scan was obtained for each spot-view region by
placing a 57Coflood source on the bottom head of the camera and
recording the data from the top head.

For both SPECT and CT acquisition, patients were placed with
their arms above their heads on the usual imaging tables. With
about half of the patients, ink-mark crosses were made on the skin
at 5 locations within the field of view of the SPECT scan. Before
CT, small lead markers were placed at the center of these ink
marks, and before SPECT, 6-mm filter paper disks soaked in â€˜@â€˜I
solution and sealed with tape were placed over the same locations.
Each disk contained about 0.926 MBq (25 pCi) ofradioactivity. For
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tracer SPECT acquisitions, the activity level was only about one
fifth as much.

For SPECT acquisitions, 2 different models of a triple-head
Picker Prism (Cleveland, OH) camera, a 20-mm acquisition, and 60
angles over 360Â°were used. A circular orbit was used in all cases.
For an abdominal scan and 1 camera head, a typical projection
contained 224,176 counts in the main window, which implies
approximately 13.5 million counts for the acquisition. A 64 X 64
projection-image matrix size was used. The protocol for each
model was slightly different as described below. For patients with
identification numbers less than 16 (10 patients), a model 3000 XP
was used, and for patients with identification number greater than
16 (22 patients), a model 3000 was used. The patient with
identification number equal to 16 was scanned with a method that
mixed the features of the 2 protocols. For each head ofthe 3000 XP
model, the photopeak window was set at a width of 20% and was

visually centered on the â€˜@â€˜Iphotopeak. For each head of the model
3000, 3 energy windows were used: a 20% photopeak window and
two 6% windows, 1 immediately below and the other immediately
above the photopeak window. The 20% window was again visually
centered on the 131!photopeak.

Conjugate-View Analysis. The geometric mean of net anterior
and posterior whole-body counts was calculated at each of the
multiple imaging time points. Percent injected activity in the total
body was obtained for each time point by assuming that the total
counts for the earliest time point corresponded to the entire activity
of the tracer injection. (The image for the first time point was
acquired prevoiding.) For activity quantification of tumors, regions
of interest (ROIs) were drawn on corresponding regions on the
anterior and posterior projections that composed the â€œspotviewâ€•
and the tumor counts were obtained. An estimate of the count
contribution from tissue in front of and behind the tumor was then
made using a 2-step procedure. First, an ROI was drawn in an
extratumor region that was near the tumor ROI and for which the
body thickness was the same. Counts were obtained and scaled for
any difference in size between the tumor ROI and extratumor ROI.
Second, from the CT scan, an estimate was made of the fraction of
the body thickness in the anteriorâ€”posteriordirection that was
occupied by nontumor tissue. The counts obtained previously from
the extratumor ROI were decreased, by multiplying by this
fraction, and then were subtracted from the tumor count. The
geometric mean of anterior and posterior counts was then obtained
and converted to activity. The calibration procedure to allow the
conversion has been discussed in a previous publication (12).

The collective tumor mass for the tumor being quantified was
determined from the areas of the ROI of all tumors that were in a
line of projection with the activity hot spot. Because tumors that
can be spatially Separated on the CT scan were often included in a
single conjugate-view evaluation, the tumor evaluated by conju
gate views was called a composite tumor and the tumor evaluated
from the CT scan was called an individual tumor. Each CT ROI had
to overlap another ROI from 1 slice to the next or had to be
contiguousin a singleslice to be combinedto form an individual
tumor.

Deadtime Correction. Before SPECT reconstruction, the projec
tion data from each head were corrected for camera deadtime. A
paralyzable model was assumed, and deadtime constants were
determined according to a method previously described (13).
Separate deadtime constants were used for each head. Data were
corrected projection by projection. For the model 3000 camera, the
deadtime correction factor was determined from the counting rate

corresponding to the sum of the rates from the 3 windows. The
single correction factor was then applied to the data in each of the 3
windows.

Reconstruction Using CTâ€”SPECTFusion. Our reconstruction
procedure used 3-dimensional CTâ€”SPECTfusion. This fusion
provided the attenuation map for attenuation correction during
reconstruction by converting CT voxel values in Hounsfield units
to the â€˜@â€˜Iattenuation coefficients. In addition, the fusion allowed
us to draw tumor ROIs and total-body ROIs on digital CT scans and
then appropriately apply these ROIs to the reconstructed SPECT
image sets.

The method for the use of CTâ€”SPECTfusion is the low-noise
data method derived by Koral et al. (11). Needed extra details are as
follows: (a) it was unnecessary to handle the data from each head in
a completely independent way because the reconstructed images
exhibited very good co-registration. (b) When markers had been
placed on the skin at the same location in both modalities, the
fusion relied on their relative location in the filtered-backprojection
image set and in the CT scan set; otherwise, fusion depended on an
image-brightness, mutual-information (â€œMIAMIFuseâ€•)algorithm
(14). (c) For the model 3000 XP camera, data were reconstructed
without an explicit compensation for patient scatter (patient scatter
was handled implicitly in the quantification procedure). For the
model 3000 camera, a pixel-by-pixel estimate of the patient-scatter
counting rate was determined for each projection using the
triple-energy window (TEW) method (15). These estimates were
then input into the space-alternating generalized expectation
maximization (SAGE) iterative algorithm (16), which recon
structed activity while compensating for the scauer.

131J Quantification. To produce an estimate of tumor activity, the

values for reconstructed counts were converted to activity by using
a conversion factor that was sensitive to the measured extratumor
activity (alias background) and to the known radius of rotation of
the camera orbit. A different conversion factor was calculated for
each camera head and separately applied to the appropriate
estimate of reconstructed counts. For the model 3000 XP camera,
the description of the procedure for the calibration of the conver
sion factor and ofthe validation ofthe method is found in (17). For
the model 3000 camera, similar information is found in (18).

Final activity estimates for individual tumors were corrected
(increased) for tumors <200 mL by applying a recovery coefficient
that depended on individual tumor volume (V). The description of
the procedure for measuring the recovery coefficients and the
resultant curves for recovery-coefficient correction factor versus
volume are found in (19). Three final SPECT values for tumor
activity were determined, 1 from each of the 3 heads.

Tumor Dosimetry. The first step in the dosimetry was to

calculate the radiation absorbed dose to the composite tumor
during therapy on the basis of tracer conjugate views and on the
scaling assumption. MIRD methods were used (20); the total dose
included contributions from activity in the tumor itself (the
self-dose) and contributions from the activity in the remainder of
the body. To calculate the self-dose, the individual data points for
tumor activity as a function of time were divided by the tracer
administered activity to yield %ID. These values were fit by a
triexponential expression. The integral under this curve gave the
tumor residence time. The component of the self-dose from
nonpenetrating radiation was calculated from this residence time,
the volume estimate for the composite tumor, and appropriate
constants. The other component of the self-dose, that from
penetrating radiation originating from within the tumor, was
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RadiationPatient

no.No.
of tumors

evaluatedVolumMme

(cm3)

Maxdose

(cGy)

MmMax152.8320541

4044223469112
3073112.511877
62051756756466
466746.8455134

7111024.4299108
9821117957951281
12811321.6246271
24861424054730
740151225225402
4021643.365676
10072421.5481071
40182754.3118483
103930213510282
10193144.1157415
171332364197377
4193437.165420
628361

01 .351 .5729523758.025281
10413962.317532
10944235.5596362
14494393.747244
6624442438359
7774693.47084
12725553.033221
8985672.025.7174
6085981.988116
8756012727321
3216725.125375
4876931292802
11287151642216

546

calculated from these parameters plus the known absorbed fraction
for a sphere of the same volume as the composite tumor. To
perform the calculation of the dose from the penetrating radiation
caused by the activity in the remainder ofthe body, the whole-body
clearance curve was fit by a monoexponential expression. The
integral under this curve divided by the administered activity gave
the whole-body residence time. Then the tumor residence time was
subtracted from the whole-body residence time to yield the
residence time for the activity in the remainder of the body. From
this value and the remainder-of-body S factor, the penetrating
radiation component of the dose was determined. The total tracer
absorbed dose was the sum of the Self-dose and the remainder-of
body dose. The total therapy radiation absorbed dose was calcu
lated by scaling this tracer dose by the ratio of infused activities.

For hybrid SPECT-conjugate-view dosimetry, the shape of the
intratherapy timeâ€”%IDcurve was taken from the triexponential fit
to the tracer timeâ€”%IDcurve for the composite tumor that was
spatially closest. However, values along the %ID axis were reduced
by multiplication by the ratio of the individual tumor volume over
the composite tumor volume. This multiplication produces a
timeâ€”%ID curve for part of the composite tumor. The tracer
absorbed dose for this part of the composite tumor is the same as
the tracerabsorbeddosefor theentirecompositetumor.(%H) has
been reduced but so has volume, by the same factor, so radiation
dose, the division ofthe 2, remains the same.) Next, the intratherapy
SPECT activity for the individual tumor at a specific time after
administration was converted to a SPECTâ€”%IDvalue by dividing
by the therapy-administered activity. Then, conjugate-view values
along the tracer %ID axis for part of the composite tumor were
further modified by requiring the timeâ€”%ll)curve for part of the
composite tumor to pass through the SPECT-measured value for
%ID.Thenormalizationconstantis thatfactorthathasto be
applied to the ordinate of the curve such that it passes through the
SPECTvalue.This normalizationconstantrepresentsthe dosimet
ric effect from including an intratherapy SPECT measurement in
place of using solely tracer conjugate-view measurements plus the
scaling assumption. Once the normalization factor was thus
determined, the hybrid SPECTâ€”conjugate-view estimate of the
radiation absorbed dose for the individual tumor was calculated as
theproductof this normalizationfactormultiplied by thevaluefor
the total therapy radiation absorbed dose for the composite tumor.

Three values for the radiation absorbed dose were determined, 1
from each of the 3 heads. The mean of these 3 values is reported as
the final radiation absorbed dose value, D. We note that the SEM
divided by the mean was usually around 2%â€”3%but increased to
around 10% for the smallest tumors.

Tests of Assumption AbOUt Timeâ€”ActivityCurve Shape
Intratherapy SPECTTImC Series. Only patient 16 was scanned 3

times with SPECT after administration of the therapy infusion. The
time period covered was 55 h. The first scan was at 3.73 d after
infusion, about 2 d later than our usual time for intratherapy
SPECT.This scan sequence providesa means to check the rateof
activity washout, as assessed by intratherapy SPECT, against that
provided by intraevaluation conjugate views. Recall that, under our
assumptions, the washout rate of the timeâ€”activity curve from
intraevaluation conjugate views, as well as the rest of the shape, is
used for intratherapy SPECT to help compute the dosimetry for
each individual SPECT tumor.

This particular patient was scanned with the 3000 XP camera but
TEW scatter compensation was applied. Appropriate deadtime
correction factors and an appropriate calibration were available for

the parameters and so were applied to the multiple scans of this 1
patient.

Jntraevaluation SPECT lime Series. Patient 43 was scanned
with SPECT 6 times after the anti-B1â€”antibodytracer infusion was
administered for evaluation purposes. Conjugate-view scans were
obtained either immediately before or immediately after the
SPECTscans.The time periodcoveredwas 6.77 d. The companion
time series provides an opportunity to compare complete measured
SPECT timeâ€”activitycurves for individual tumors with the com
plete measured conjugate-view timeâ€”activitycurve for the compos
ite tumor.

RESULTS

Tumor Dosimetry
The results of hybrid conjugate-viewâ€”SPECT tumor do

simetry for abdominal and pelvic tumors are given in Table
2. The patient number, the number of tumors evaluated, the
minimum and maximum tumor volumes, and the minimum
and maximum tumor radiation absorbed doses are listed.
The mean number of tumors evaluated per patient was 4.2.
Different tumors in the same patient can have similar doses,
as with patient 56, in whom the 7 tumors ranged from 174 to

TABLE 2
Radiation Absorbed Dose Range and Volume Range for

Abdominal and Pelvic Tumors
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608 cGy, or they can have dissimilar doses, as with patient
24, in whom the 2 tumors differed by 29.5 Gy. The mean
value for all 131 tumors in 31 patients was 616 cOy, with a
SD of the mean Â±50cGy. The largest dose was 40.4 Gy, and
the smallest evaluated dose was 73 cGy. The mean volume
for the tumors was 59.2 cm3 with a SD of the mean of Â±11.2
cm3. The largest volume was 795 cm3 and the smallest
volume was 1.27 cm3. The smaller volumes had larger errors
caused by partial-volume effects from the 1-cm-thick CT

slices. The summary statistics for the absorbed dose per unit

of administered activity are as follows: mean, 1.83 Gy/GBq;
and SD, Â±0.145 Gy/GBq. The largest value was 12.6
Gy/GBq, and the smallest value was 0. 149 Gy/GBq.

A plot of the radiation absorbed dose versus volume for
each abdominal and pelvic tumor is presented in Figure 1A.
The least-squares fit to the data, the best-fit equation, and the
square of the correlation coefficient, r@,are also presented in
the graph. The r@value was only 0.007, indicating that very
little of the variation in the absorbed dose was caused by a
linear dependence on volume. In addition, the slope of the
best fit yielded a decrease of only 36.4 cGy in absorbed dose

(5.9% of the mean tumor dose) for a 100-cm3 increase in
volume.

Figure lB presents a plot of log10 (D) versus log10 (V) to
show the individual tumor values with less overlap of
datapoint symbols. More than half of the tumors (57%) had a
log10(D) value between 2.25 and 3.00 with a log10(V) value
between 0.50 and 2.00. These values correspond to between
178 and 1000 cGy and between 3.2 and 100 cm3.

The plot of radiation absorbed dose per unit of adminis
tered activity versus volume and its least-squares fit looks
similar to Figure 1A. The r@value (0.010) was only slightly
largerthanthat for the absorbeddose.

The results of hybrid conjugate-viewâ€”SPECT tumor do
simetry for the smaller number of axillary tumors are given
in Table 3. The mean value for the 9 tumors was 158 cGy,

with a SD of Â±7.00cGy. The largest dose was 185 cGy and
the smallest dose was 125 cGy. A 2-tailed t test revealed that
the mean absorbed dose for the axillary tumors is different
from that for the abdominal and pelvic tumors in a statisti
cally significant way (P = 0.01). The mean volume for the
tumors was 69.5 cm3 with a SD of Â±16.0 cm3. The largest
volume was 151 cm3 and the smallest was 24. 1 cm3. The
summary statistics for the absorbed dose per unit of adminis
teredactivity are asfollows: mean,0.440 Gy/GBq; and SD,
Â±0.0527 Gy/GBq. The largest value was 0.719 Gy/GBq and
the smallest value was 0.270 Gy/GBq.

Tests of Curveâ€”ShapeAssumption
Intratherapy SPECT Time Series. Patient 16 had 4 tumors

located within the abdomen. At each of the 3 time points, the
SPECT %ID was evaluated for each tumor, and then the
values were summed. The intraevaluation, conjugate-view

results had a single, corresponding composite tumor, which
was evaluated over a longer time span. One of the conjugate
view times for evaluation coincided with the earliest SPECT
time point. Because interest here is in comparing the
washout curve shapes, SPECT %ID results were normalized
to the conjugate-view %ID at this earliest SPECT time point
and the earlier conjugate-view points neglected. Figure 2
presents the SPECT results for the sum of the 4 individual
tumors and the conjugate-view results for the composite
tumor. It can be seen that the curves match quite well.

Intraevaluation SPECT Time Series. For patient 43, the

plot of the sum over 9 tumors of the %ID from SPECT
versus time after infusion and the conjugate-view curve for
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Patient
no.No.

of
tumors

evaluatedVolumMme

(cm3)

MaxRadiation

dose(cGy)

MmMax5112424149

1495524558141
1846124969125
151672151151171
1857123643144

175

TABLE 3
Radiation Absorbed Dose Range and Volume Range for

Axillary Tumors

â€”a-.â€”SPECT,sumof9 tumors
the composite tumor are shown in Figure 3. The largest
intraevaluation conjugate-view value has been normalized
to the largest SPECT value. The conjugate-view curve is
noisier than the SPECT curve, but there is good agreement in
the general curve shapes.

The SPECT time series for each of the individual tumors
was considerably noisier than that for the sum over 9 tumors.
Because of the noise, one could not say whether individual
tumors had different curve shapes. However, in addition to
the method that uses TEW scatter compensation, which was
standard for the 3000 model camera and was used above, a

calibration for the method that uses a variable conversion
factor without explicit scatter compensation was also avail
able for the camera. A second evaluation of the individual
tumors was performed with it. With this second quantifica
tion, the shapes appeared to fall into 2 categories, the first
being an instantaneous peak and the second category being a

0.5

FIGURE 2. Shape comparisonfor intratherapySPECT and
intraevaluation conjugate-view timeâ€”activitycurves for patient
16. Plot of activityas percentageof decay-corrected%IDversus
time after infusion.

â€”-0W--â€”conjugate views, norm.

time after infusion, hrs

FIGURE3. ShapecomparisonforSPECTandconjugate-view
intraevaluationtimeâ€”activitycurves for patient 43. Plot of sum
over 9 tumors of SPECT activity as %lD versus time after
infusion. Conjugate-view values for single, corresponding, com
posite tumor have been normalized (norm.) so largest conjugate
viewvalueequaledlargestSPECTvalue.

peak at 24 h. The 3 tumors in category 1 are shown in Figure
4A, and the 5 tumors that fall into category 2 are plotted in
Figure 4B. The 1 tumor with the noisiest curve shape does
not fit easily into either category and so is not plotted. Note
that the %ID at the earliest time point has been normalized to
that of the location right of the aorta, â€œrtaor,â€•tumor for all
cases.

DISCUSSION

Because the mean of the absorbed dose for the group of
abdominal and pelvic tumors and that for the group of
axillary tumors were different at a statistically significant

(P = 0.01) level, these 2 groups of tumors should be
analyzed separately in assessing doseâ€”response relation
ships. The mechanism for the increase in radiation dose for
the abdominal and pelvic tumors compared with the axillary
tumors may possibly be occasional activity spillover from
nearby organs and major blood vessels within the main part
of the trunk. This spillover would presumably be greater
than general background spillover. The latter is being
accounted for with a model that uses a uniform distribution.

The correlation coefficient for radiation absorbed dose
versus volume for the abdominal and pelvic tumors was
small (r2 = 0.007), and the slope of the best-fit line
displayed a decrease of only 36.4 cOy in absorbed dose
(5.9% of the mean tumor dose) for a 100-g increase in tumor
size. These results are in contrast with those from a phase 1/2
IUT trial with the â€˜311-lableledanticarcinoembryonic antigen

SPECT, sum of 4
tumors, norm.
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FIGURE4. Shapecomparisonfortimeâ€”activitycurvesforindividualtumorsofpatient43.Plotofactivityas%IDfor8 of9 tumors.(A)
Threetumorsexhibitedinstantaneouspeakuptake.â€œLfaorâ€•refersto theirlocation beingleftofthe aorta.(B) Fivetumorsshowedpeak
uptake at 24 h. â€œRtaorâ€•refers to a location right of the aorta and anterior (ant) to a location more anterior than the aorta tumors. The
ninthtumorhadnoisiestcurveanddidnotfitintoeithercategoryand,so,wasnotplotted.

(CEA) murine monoclonal antibody, NP-4, for patients with
CEA-expressing tumors from colorectal, lung, pancreatic,
breast, or medullary-thyroid cancer (21). The authors stated
that there is â€œ.. .a strong dependence of antibody uptake in
the CEA-expressing tumor lesions on tumor size,â€•and the
logarithm of the tumor dose in cOy/mCi plotted against
tumor mass has a r@value of 0.548. The response rates for
this therapyâ€”patient system (21) are less than those in
anti-B1 therapy (6). Therefore, the small slope in anti-B1
therapy of previously untreated patients may be a character
istic that is important for relatively good response.

The mean radiation absorbed dose per unit of admims
tered activity for the abdominal and pelvic tumors, 1.83 Â±
0.145 Gy/GBq, was slighfly higher than the 2 tumor
radiation doses previously measured for anti-B 1â€”antibody
therapy of previously treated patients, 1.7 and 1.4 Gy/GBq
(10). However,the new meanoverlaps,within 2 SDsof the
mean, the higher of these 2 values and almost overlaps the
lower. On the other hand, the mean for anti-B 1â€”antibody
therapy of previously untreated patients is considerably
higher than the mean for the â€˜311-Lym-1therapy of patients
with either non-Hodgkin's lymphoma or chronic lympho
cytic leukemia (22). The mean tumor dose in that study was
1.0 Gy/GBq with a range of 0.1â€”3.5Gy/GBq (22). If the
unstated SD is the same as for the current anti-B 1â€”antibody
data, then the difference between the means (0.83 Gy/GBq)
is 5.7 SDs.

For a given patient, the timeâ€”activitycurve for the sum of
the intratherapy activities from individual SPECT tumors
had the same washout shape as the intraevaluation time
activity curve for the composite tumor evaluated by conju

gate views. This result tends to justify the use of the
intraevaluation conjugate-view time curve as a single,
general shape that approximates the intratherapy SPECT
timeâ€”activity curves of individual SPECT tumors. In a
different patient, a similar sum of intraevaluation activities
from individual SPECT tumors yielded a timeâ€”activity
curve that matched the shape of the intraevaluation time
activity curve for the composite tumor evaluated by conju
gate views. Therefore, the conjugate-view curve shape was
again providing a good approximation to the average
SPECT curve shape.

The question of intratherapy timeâ€”activity curves being
the same for each and every individual SPECT tumor was
addressed by other anecdotal data. In 1 patient evaluated,
there was evidence that the curve shapes for individual
tumors fell into 2 general curve shapes distinguished by
different times to peak %ID. This result implies that a single
conjugate-view curve shape is not completely accurate for
all of the individual tumors. Physiologically, if confirmed by
other patients, this result might imply that certain lymphoma
tumors are more avid for the circulating anti-B1 antibody
than other tumors in the same patient or that they have a
better blood supply.

A preliminary analysis of radiation dose and degree of
response has been performed for the abdominal and pelvic
tumors of 20 patients (23). Using a multiple-measures
statisticaltechnique,therewasa trendtowarda statistically
significant correspondence of high radiation dose with a
complete response. Because the number of partial respond
ers was small, further analysis is needed.
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CONCLUSION

Hybrid SPECTâ€”conjugate-view dosimetry provides radia
tion absorbeddose estimates for individual lymph node
tumors that are defined from CT ROIs. In anti-B1 therapy of
previously untreated non-Hodgkin's lymphoma patients, the
radiation dose absorbed by the individual tumors does not
correlate strongly with their pretherapy volumes, and, on
average, there is only a small decrease in radiation dose with
an increase in volume. Axillary tumors have a statistically
significant lower radiation dose than that for abdominal or
pelvic tumors and should be analyzed separately in dose
response studies.
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